Abstract: Image of the irrep(irreducible representation) of the space group has the important significance in the study of the spontaneous symmetry breaking arising in the crystal. In this paper we defined the characteristic quantity of I-Group.And using it we established the procedure for finding the equivalent I-Group. We classified the irreps of the star channel group of the wave vector onto 142 image groups.
Introduction
An irrep of a space group G maps the elements
The set of distinct matrices is called the image of the irrep. Gufan [1] defined I-Group the and emphasized the role of it in the structural phase transition research and suggested the method for finding the IRBI (Integral Rational Basis of Invariant) and classified irreps corresponding 80 different Lifshitz stars onto 106 L-Groups.
Stokes [2] formed 4 777 irreps corresponding 80 different Lifshitz stars using the irreducible representation table of ref [3] and classified onto 132 inequivalent images.
Such difference is related to the choice of the origin at the coordinate system and the method of forming the physically irreducible representation.
I-Group (Image-Group) are the set of distinct matrices onto which the space group elements are mapped by the irrep.
But there exist the I-Groups which are identical as the conjugate correct degree in the structural viewpoint between I-Groups of which the dimension of the representation's matrices and the order of the I-Group are the same. Since they are equivalent in the structural viewpoint, but the types of the matrices are different they were classified onto the distinct I-Groups. It is difficult to find the unitary transformation matrices coinciding the I-Groups of which the dimension and the order is the same . There is no practical method to find the such unitary transformation matrices.
Furthermore, it is very difficult problem to find the unitary transformation matrices coinciding with the equivalent I-Groups of which the dimension is 12 and the order is 1536.
It needs the new method to find the equivalent I-Group.
Otherwise the different physical phenomena arising in the solid crystals are related to not only all the starlines of the star of the wave vector but also some starlines of it.
In the [7] they found the irrep of the star channel group of the wave vector and suggested a three components order parameter model to describe the successive phase transitions due to condensation of several soft modes.
There must be established the procedure for classifying I-Group to find correctly the I-Groups of the irrep of the star channel group that is the important mathematical tool in the structural phase transition research of the crystal.
The characteristic quantity of I-Group 1) The trace of I-Group matrix
Denote the trace of the I-Group matrix
.This is the sum of the diagonal elements of matrix in the arbitrary base. [5] 
Where g is the number of I-Group matrices and it equals the order of I-G.
S is the dimension of the matrix.
The traces of I-Group matrices are invariant on the resemblance transition. In fact, if
Since the trace of I-Group matrix is invariant on the resemblance transition, the trace of the equivalent I-Group's matrix must be equal.
2) The order of I-Group matrix
One property of the representation matrix is that the unit matrix is get by multiplating itself limitedness
This n is called the order of the I-Group matrix The order of I-Group matrices are invariant on the resemblance transition.
As the order of I-Group's matrices is invariant on the resemblance transition, the order of the equivalent I-Group's matrices must be equal.
Though the trace and the order of matrix of I-G are the same, the number of matrices corresponding them can be different. It is related to the kernel of irreducible representation.
3) The dimension of subspace of I-Group
By the Landau theory [6] 
The condition for existence of the unitary matrix for finding the equivalent I-G
We formulate the existence condition of the unitary transformation of the I-Group as following. Given two I-Gs 1 H r H r  there exists surely the unitar's transformation matrix
and two I-Groups are equivalent.
For example, let's consider the I-Groups In thice table the first letter of the I-G denotes the dimension of the matrices (A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4,E=6, F=8, G=12, H=16, K=24) and the number denotes the order of the Image-Group (number of distinct matrices) the final letter is arbitraliy chosen to distinguish images of the same dimension and order.
Concretely, 4 777 irreps corresponding to 80 Lifshitz's stars 0f 230 space groups were classified onto 132 I-Gs; 1 dimensional 2 078 irreps were classified onto 2 I-Gs, 2 dimensional 1 608 irreps were classified onto 10 I-Gs, 3 dimensional 494 irreps were classified onto 5 I-Gs, 4 dimensional 387 irreps were classified onto 42 I-Gs, 6 dimensional 154 irreps were classified onto 32 I-Gs, 8 dimensional 35 irreps were classified onto 23 I-Gs, 12 dimensional 17 irreps were classified onto 14 I-Gs, 16 dimensional 3 irreps were classified onto 3 I-Gs, 24 dimensional one irrep was classified onto one I-G.
There are I-Groups of which the dimension is 12 and the order is 1536, such as G1536b of the I-Groups to find the equivalent I-Groups It is very difficult to find the unitary transformation matrix with large dimention and ordre by the experiential method.
So, the new method classifying I-Group is the most successful and correct All the 8 460 irreps of 2811 star channel group corresponding to 80 Lifshitz's stars 0f 230 space groups were classified onto 142 I-Gs by the above procedure. (Table 7) 1 dimensional 3 965 irreps were classified onto 2 I-Gs, 2 dimensional 3 884irreps were classified onto 11 I-Gs, 3 dimensional 582 irreps were classified onto 5 I-Gs, 4 dimensional 575 irreps were classified onto 47 I-Gs, 6 dimensional 154 irreps were classified onto 32 I-Gs, 8 dimensional 50 irreps were classified onto 27 I-Gs, 12 dimensional 17 irreps were classified onto 14 I-Gs, 16 dimensional 3 irreps were classified onto 3 I-Gs, 24 dimensional one irrep was classified onto one I-G.
The irreps of the star channel group of the wave vector was classified onto more 10 I-Groups than the full irreducible representations of the space group That is 2 dimensional I-Group B4b, 4 dimensional I-Groups D16d, D32f, D64e, D128b, D128c, 8 dimensional I-Groups F64d, F256a, F256b, F256c. 
